Optimal phase control of biological oscillators using augmented phase reduction.
We develop a novel optimal control algorithm to change the phase of an oscillator using a minimum energy input, which also minimizes the oscillator's transversal distance to the uncontrolled periodic orbit. Our algorithm uses a two-dimensional reduction technique based on both isochrons and isostables. We develop a novel method to eliminate cardiac alternans by connecting our control algorithm with the underlying physiological problem. We also describe how the devised algorithm can be used for spike timing control which can potentially help with motor symptoms of essential and parkinsonian tremor, and aid in treating jet lag. To demonstrate the advantages of this algorithm, we compare it with a previously proposed optimal control algorithm based on standard phase reduction for the Hopf bifurcation normal form, and models for cardiac pacemaker cells, thalamic neurons, and circadian gene regulation cycle in the suprachiasmatic nucleus. We show that our control algorithm is effective even when a large phase change is required or when the nontrivial Floquet multiplier is close to unity; in such cases, the previously proposed control algorithm fails.